STITCHING INSTRUCTIONS:

- Beginning at the center point, with one strand of P09, create large foundation crosses.
- With one strand of Fiesta, stitch bars across foundation cross arms.
- With one ply of variegated Overture, work rest of arm stitches over foundation crosses.
- With one strand of peacock blue Nordic Gold, place small upright crosses over centers of all foundation crosses, as well as in center of design.
- Diagonal Satin Stitch the two narrow borders with one strand of P55, Turquoise. Place Roman Box Stitches in corners using one strand of Nordic Gold.
- On second border design, first place rows of straight stitches using Fiesta! Overlay with long crosses of one ply Overture; put straight stitches of P09 between crosses; then add Nordic Gold across middle of long crosses. Work corners with four Box Stitches. Work next narrow turquoise border with one strand P55 over two threads of canvas.
- For the third border design, make large foundation crosses with P09. Overlay foundation arms with Fiesta!, then Overture. Place small upright cross of Nordic Gold in centers. Put long stitches of one strand Fiesta! in-between the large crosses, as shown on main graph.
- Diagonal Satin Stitch outer border with P09, going over six threads. Create corner squares with one ply Overture, then place small Nordic Gold Smyrna Stitches in centers.

DESIGN IDEAS: This design can be quickly worked as an insert to a velvet pillow, or as the insert for a wooden box. It can also be turned 'on point' and sewn as an ornament with a gold tassle attached to the bottom.
# Surf's Up!

**Symbol** | **Materials** |
--- | --- |
|עמ | Overture, V45 - 'Suriside' |
|פ | Pebbly Perle, P09 - Dark Blue |
|פ | Pebbly Perle, P55 - Turquoise |
|פ | Fiestal, F730 - Lite Blue |
|פ | Nordic Gold, ND8 - Peacock Blue |

---

*Be creative... use various types of threads and have fun!*

---
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